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BACKGROUND

Gastrointestinal diagnosis in companion animals has been plagued by many difficulties, particularly in the histologic interpretation of intestinal biopsies. What constitutes normal intestinal morphology is only now being determined, and the recognition of subtle abnormalities is challenging. Although a number of criteria can be applied in the examination of biopsy specimens, the interpretation by any pathologist is often quite subjective, and discrepancies in biopsy reports between different pathologists are surprisingly common.

Consequently, several groups (including the Comparative Gastroenterology Society, European Society for Comparative Gastroenterology, American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine, and European College of Veterinary Internal Medicine) have called for national and international efforts to standardize the histologic evaluation of the gastrointestinal tract of cats and dogs.

SPECIFIC AIMS

The aim of this endeavor is to obtain a worldwide standard for the histological evaluation of the gastrointestinal tract of cats and dogs. With the support of the WSAVA, the International Gastrointestinal Standardization Group proposes to develop a standardized histologic evaluation system that will be applied to all companion animal gastrointestinal disorders. Standardization will yield several obvious benefits including uniform diagnosis and staging of disease and the subsequent development of controlled clinical trials for the treatment of G.I. disease.

Meetings of the International Working Group are held at annual meetings of the ACVIM, ECVIM, and WSAVA for the purposes of elevating the visibility and stature of the Working Group in the eyes of the relevant International Specialty Colleges.